Fog light jeep

When you buy through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more. Jeep
owners are adventurous and fun by nature and their drives frequently encounter adverse
weather conditions such as fog, rain, snow, low visibility. We could always do with some more
light. Driving at night and through other low visibility conditions can be a challenging task. One
often has to squint their eyes to get a better view. Driving should not be tiring and unpleasant
as it should be pleasant and enjoyable. So, how does one get more light onto the road while
staying legal and not blinding oncoming traffic? Fog lights would be your correct answer. All
Jeeps should have fog light slots in their front bumpers and I have compiled a list of the best
Jeep fog lights available on Amazon and highlighted their pros and cons, so you will know what
you are buying exactly. Secondly, they are rated at IP67 but I did add some high heat silicone
around the glass to be doubly sure that no moisture ingress into them so far. The lights color is
rated at K, which is quite acceptable as these lights are mounted onto the lower part of the
vehicle. Hence, the Xprite 4 inch lights suit me well. An additional good point from this item is
that they are well fitted into the existing fog lights slots. So all you have to do is disconnect and
uninstall the older fog lights and put in these new ones and then reconnect the wiring and enjoy
the LED brightness. There is no extra wiring to be done and they function like stock while
putting out more light onto the road. Also, you can adjust the angle to be pointed towards the
ground to have a straight cut off line. I just loved that it made it safe to use on the road. The only
one drawback is the lights do tend to flicker at times. In such a case, you can contact customer
support to ask for a replacement set or a refund. I found that they look and feel just like the
genuine products and no one could make out the difference. I think they make an excellent fog
light and anyone wanting to keep the original looks of their Jeep should seriously consider
buying a pair of these lights. They meet all OEM requirements and are very easy to install. What
I find so attractive about these lights in addition to their price is the fact that they take only
about 20 minutes to install. Often as the fog lights on a Jeep get older, they tend to either yellow
out or one of the clips holding them in place breaks. Now, there are several products and
methods to make old lights look like new again and one of them includes getting a new pair.
Getting a pair of lights from your local Jeep dealer would be an expensive affair. I assure you
that you will not be left feeling disappointed. The lights come in the form of slightly warm
enough to illuminate a wide range of roadside forward. These lights will not place an excessive
load on your existing Jeep wiring and will save you buying and installing a harness kit. In my
opinion, that is a very positive thing as it not only saves money but also time and makes the job
easier and simpler. Water ingress is a problem and that is a problem with so many aftermarket
lights. A pair of quality fog lights that are to be mounted additionally to the stock fog lights, the
KC HiLites may not offer ease of installation or go light on the pocket but they do light up the
road extremely well and I think that is more important than anything else. If you know
something about installing car lights and are dying to sink your teeth into just that, then this
pair is as good as any other if not more. I like the way halogens work and the sort of light they
put out without hurting my retina. To employ such powerful light bulbs, they do need a separate
wiring harness. Not that they run out any time soon. A pair of these lights adorning the front
bumper makes them the best fog lights for Jeep Wrangler. The downsides to these lights are
that they can only be used in situations of extreme fog and they do not discomfort others on the
road. Wire concealment is an issue as these are made for the right side and shipped as a pair.
These ultra-thin LED light pods are meant to be installed separately on the bumper or any other
place you can drill a hole and hang them any way you like. Thanks to their lightweight and
adjustability, I consider them easy to install and experiment with given their price point. Hence,
the price is another thing that counts in their favor. The mounting brackets are stainless steel
and so are the bolts. Also, these do have some decent seals although I would still recommend
using a sealant. The color temperature is also at a decent K. All that makes me think this light
has a lot of reasons going for it, not to mention the low amperage draw, which avoids installing
the additional relay kit. I can simply wire these lights along with an already existing pair of fog
lights on my Jeep. They are rated at 27 watts and are quite bright. Both bulbs have 9 LEDs each.
The shortcomings of this light are its long term reliability, but when you spend less than 20
bucks on a pair that is barely a good thing to expect. Still, most do last a while, maybe a year or
more before you find anything to complain about. I simply cannot resist staring at a pair of
beautifully lit Halo Rings also known as Angel Eyes and the way they make a Jeep feel. They are
those white round LED circles that go around the headlamps or fog lights. They add a certain
appeal to a vehicle that no other light can match. These lights are plug and play but I found
certain models one has to reverse the relay harness otherwise there will be no power issue.
Also, the connectors need to be spliced and connected as in case they do not fit your Jeep, but
those are minor issues that can be easily solved. The lights sure are powerful. So is the Halo
Ring and it is visible from quite a distance even during the day. The halos have their own wiring

which can be run directly to the fuse box, so they come on as soon as you turn the ignition.
Water ingress is a serious issue and these lights fit only with certain models so do take the time
out to compare your Jeep fog light housing design with this one. Other than these niggling
issues you should generally be fine. What I like most about these is their clear lens and sleek
design and the ease of installation they offer with a direct bolt-on feature, not to mention their
DOT approved road legality. And there is no fidgeting or calculating the size and rating of the
relay harness as you simply use the one provided by the factory. Disadvantages include the fact
that these lights do not include any fitting accessories other than a couple of clips to hold them
in place. Some people may find it hardly provides the peace of mind necessary for doing such a
job. The other one is that some of these bulbs tend to burn out in a few months. So, if your
stock fog lights have burnt out or their lenses have faded to the point of no return, then draw
your attention to this Jeep Wrangler fog light replacement. Notwithstanding, these lights are
well built using die-cast aluminum and can be used as a pair of passing lights if you can wrap
your head around the electrical wiring of that configuration. They are sold as a pair of lights, so
these come with 2 pairs of adapter rings. One pair is steel to go onto steel bumpers and the
other one plastic that goes onto the plastic bumpers. In short, these lights are as Jeep Wrangler
as they can get. The seals are decent and water ingress should not be an issue with the IP67
rating. Undoubtedly, these lights were designed keeping the Jeep Wrangler in mind and it
hardly comes as a surprise that they end up as one of the best Jeep Wrangler LED fog lights. In
the beginning, there were white Halo Rings appropriately labeled Angel Eyes but not everyone
wanted their Jeep associated with holy things. For some folk, their Jeep is a tough bad boy, and
since no one or nothing gets worse than the Devil these things started coming out in deep red
and devil green. And definitely, their nomenclature got changed to Devil Eyes or Devil Rings.
They still exist. So, in case you prefer your Halos in a white shade, you can have them that way.
But there is no denying that if your Jeep is red you are better off picking the matching color of
red halos and the same for green and yellow Jeeps. If my Jeep is only white or black, then
would I go for the Angel Eyes, but not many Jeeps have that color. Not many Wranglers, at
least. You will have to connect the rings to your fuse box to be used as DRL, or if you only want
them on when the fog lights are on, then you can connect them to the stock wiring. A lot of
times, and I find that completely true, all I need to do is get myself a pair of Jeep fog light
replacement bulbs and swap them out with the factory ones. In this way, I can get much more
light onto the road without going through all the hassles of unbolting the stock lights and then
popping newer ones in their place. If you opt for replacing the existing halogen bulbs with a
higher wattage halogen bulbs, you will need a relay harness. The older LED replacement bulbs
did not have a good throw pattern as well. That was the penalty of fitting and LED bulb into a
halogen reflector. But now that is precisely possible thanks to the newly designed LED bulbs
that throw out light like a halogen bulb. I like to drive with just them on during dusk and dawn.
Even during the day, I mostly keep them on to serve as a pair of DRL. But my point is that in
case your old bulbs have burnt out or you are looking for an upgrade, then instead of replacing
the entire assembly why not invest that money in replacing or upgrading â€” to be more precise
â€” your bulb? It makes sense to quite a degree to not go through all that trouble. LED bulbs do
not draw a lot of power. Yet they can throw out a lot of light without straining the factory wiring
that was meant to handle a certain amount of amperage draw. These bulbs are well made and
do not flicker as some other LED lights tend to. They are also IP67 rated to provide an extra
layer of protection. It is also worth noting that these are super bright white light, so it is amazing
to employ at night or in heavy fog weather. Also, with degree angles light output, it will keep you
safe as provides total observe on the forward road as well as on either side of the vehicle. ALLA
has used aviation aluminum material which accentuates cooling and allows for longer working
hours. Upon testing, I fund these lights much cooler than the halogen ones my Jeep came with.
Not only do they disperse lesser heat, they are also brighter. So, if you find your stock halogen
fog lights a bit dim, I suggest you swap them out with these and notice the difference for
yourself. Most other LED bulbs available on the market give out light only from two sides. This
makes the ALLA LED replacement bulbs stand out as they give a perfect beam pattern and
make use of the halogen reflector perfectly! Like all products, this product has things going for
it and going against it. The important thing is to decide whether this fits your make and model
or it suits your needs and budget. Fog lights these days come in all sorts of shapes and
configurations. They can either be direct bulb replacements for the stock fog lights or complete
replacements. Besides, they can also be mounted on or under the front bumper and the back
bumper to warn traffic behind you in times of adverse visibility conditions. Needless to say, the
manufacturer is perhaps the biggest thing to look for when purchasing fog lights for your Jeep.
Try to go with the more reputed ones if your budget allows you. All serious manufacturers try to
launch a wide variety of products, which enables them to grab a bigger share of the market for

themselves. The problem in going with manufacturers who buck this trend is often the
availability of spares. A decent fog light is often sold as a pair with excellent packing to enable
safe shipping. Also, other items such as a user guide or instruction card or booklet, mounting
accessories, etc. Although most fog light replacement kits and bulbs do not require an
additional wiring harness. Some fog lights will need them, being a result of a higher amperage
draw than the stock wiring can handle. Always check and consult a professional if not sure.
Jeeps make and year models might differ slightly. So, always check compatibility before
ordering. Doing this lowers your chances of ending up with ill-fitting products and saves you
the trouble of going through the process over and over. Jeep fog lights are sold as replacement
halogen bulbs, replacement LED bulbs, replacement kits halogen or LED that slot into stock
bumpers, or as lights that need to be mounted separately somewhere onto the bumper. Very
often, their beam patterns are all over the place, especially the cheaper ones. Hence, check and
decide what you need before ordering. Lumen is the amount of light given out by the bulb and
wattage is the total power it takes to make that occur. Although it might sound simple, one has
to take both factors into account when doing the wiring, etc. Fit in a lamp that draws more
amperage than the stock wiring can handle and you may end up with a fire hazard. Use a
voltmeter and write down your calculations and go over them before you finish the job. IP
stands for Ingress Protection. Most fog lights these days come with either an IP67 or IP68 rating
and that makes them waterproof. But as with any lighting or electrical fixture, it is a good idea
not to expose them to direct jets of water or keep them submerged in water for a long time. Fog
lights are mostly fitted in pairs so that takes care of the number of lights that you need. In case
you do decide to go for additional fog lights then ordering them as a pair is a good idea. It not
only shows you more of the road but also does not confuse other drivers as to the type of
vehicle you are driving. In case of replacement light kits, check with the seller if that particular
model is compatible with your Jeep make and year. Measure to be doubly sure. Do a little
research. Go through the trouble of at least looking and comparing your fog light assemblies
with the ones being sold. Read the reviews and see what people have to say about them. All
good manufacturers provide warranties but since you often order the lights on Amazon, it gets
trickier to contact and get after-sales services from manufacturers who may be sitting
thousands of miles away in another continent. Hence, always use good platforms to purchase
your lights. That way, you can still have peace of mind in case something goes wrong. A Jeep
fog light is a pair of auxiliary lamps in the front section of your Jeep that is mounted low and
integrated into the bumper. It is mounted that way to provide extra visibility, not shine back into
your eyes or cause problems for oncoming drivers. They are very good at cutting through
smog, fog, rain, snow, etc. These light are smaller than the headlamps and often come in round
shapes only, although they have now started to appear in various shapes to compliment the
looks of the vehicle. A fog light works by throwing out a strong light out onto the road for a
short distance. This light penetrates various particles in the atmosphere that may hamper clear
visibility. Fog lights can be installed in several places but the best option is to put them in their
intended place so that they can serve their intended purpose. All Jeeps come with fog lights
that install into the bumper. Even if yours does not have fog lights, chances are it will have slots
in the bumper to install a pair. A fog light is for all Jeep owners. Although meant for driving
through fog, fog lights can be used in everyday driving as they shine extra light onto the road.
Additionally, not causing any distress or discomfort to anyone else using the road. Moreover,
they make for perfect DRL daytime running lights and increase the visibility of your Jeep to
other drivers during the day. This halogen bulb fits into an already existing fog light onto your
Jeep with no extra fittings. This bulb gives out a traditional yellow light. This LED bulb fits into
an already existing fog light onto your Jeep with no extra fittings. This bulb gives out a white
light. Only use such LED bulbs off-road or in fog and not during routine driving. Consult a
professional if necessary. This bulb gives out a traditional yellow light but is significantly
brighter. Slight discoloration of the plastic around the bulb may occur but it will not constitute a
risk. This LED bulb fits into an already existing fog light onto your Jeep but requires you to wire
in the LED drivers provided and a relay harness may or may not be provided. This bulb gives
out a white light and is significantly brighter. No discoloration or heat worries as the bulb will
not get very hot. Use these lights only in heavy fog or when off-road. This needs you to replace
your entire stock fog lights with housing. It does not need you to tamper with the electrical
wiring. Refer to the instructions provided. This needs you to replace your entire stock fog lights
with housing and does not need your to tamper with the electrical wiring. This light is perfectly
legal as long as it is not pointed upwards into the eyes of oncoming drivers. Check the cut out
by positioning your Jeep against a wall in the dark. This mounts as an extra fog light onto your
front or rear bumper in addition to the existing ones and will need a wiring harness kit. In all
probability, these should be legal unless mounted in a way that blinds oncoming traffic. In all

probability, these will be illegal, especially if they blind oncoming traffic. However, if these lights
have projectors, then they should be legal. Check your state laws and sensibly mount them. As
far as the budget goes, the like of Hella, KC, etc. But there are some Jeep owners out there who
buy cheaper products and change them out every couple of years or so. Their reason for doing
so? They are serious off-roaders who bump their auxiliary lamps and often bust them out. It
makes more sense of breaking cheaper products than it does breaking expensive ones. On the
same stalk from where you turn on the headlights, you will see a symbol for fog lights on the
tip. To turn on the fog lights, suggested your parking or pilot lamps must be on. Turn them on.
Then pull the tip with the marking of the fog lights towards the arrow. The stalk will extend
slightly and you will hear a click. Also, the fog light symbol on the dash will get illuminated.
Installing Jeep fog lights will depend upon what type of lights you have purchased. Then take
out their covers and pull out the bulbs. Replace with new ones and secure them back in place
and close the covers. Now, if you purchase replacement bulbs with a significantly higher rating,
then you will need a relay harness or LED drivers in case of LED bulbs. In that case, remove the
stock wiring and connect it to the new relay harness or the LED drivers. Fit in the bulbs into the
holders. Secure the LED drivers or the relay harnesses using zip ties to ensure safety and
dryness. Close the fog lights and test them out. Follow instructions provided or consult a
professional. In case of replacement kits, you will first need to disconnect the battery, take out
the original fog lights by unscrewing them and popping them out after the wiring has been
unplugged. Then install the new kits and see that they fit snug. Use additional mounting clips or
screws to hold them in place. Then reconnect the wiring. In case of special harnesses or LED
drivers that need to be installed, use zip ties to secure and appropriate electrical connectors to
ensure proper connection. Remember to use common sense, not rush the job and check and
recheck everything with a multimeter. Then take your jeep for a test drive and go through some
bumps to ensure nothing is loose. Either go to a trusted store like Walmart, Lowes, etc. Or
consult your mechanic if you know a good one and have been using him for some years. Talk to
other Jeep owners and check out Jeep forums online. Do check out warranty before purchase.
Most makers give a year of warranty at the least. Good manufacturers will provide longer
warranties and will stand by them. Of course, keep in mind that there is no warranty in case of
faulty or incorrect installation and no one will give you a replacement in case your lights go
flying out at 90 miles per hour. Calcium, rust, and paint-flaking are the things to look out for the
most. In certain areas, salting may occur but that usually does not affect plastic components
and bulbs that are sealed should not have problems. Use a damp cloth to clean and never wash
them with a jet spray pointed directly towards your fog lights. The best Jeep fog lights not only
provide extra lighting , but they also enhance the looks and increase the value of your Jeep.
And remember that in addition to good make comes good installation and mounting along with
good electrical work and neatness. So, follow all steps, pick the product that suits you the most,
and let the extra amount of light make your journey smoother and more comfortable. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Vouke Led Fog Lights 6.
Direct replacement The excellent and straight cut-off line Plug and play Adjustable angle IP67
rated Value for money Responsive customer support. Not IP68 rated Some lights may flicker.
Water ingress â€” seal with sealant around the edges. Sound build quality Excellent KC
after-sales support Bright lights with replaceable bulbs Nicely complement the headlights
Mounting brackets and wiring relay harness included. Chances of condensation Unenthusiastic
after-sales support Long term reliability is a big question. Great looking lights Sufficiently bright
Plug and play convenience Separate wiring for fog light and Halo Ring Reasonable price. Good
build quality Die-cast aluminum body Attention to detail Separate adapter rings for steel and
plastic bumpers Can be used as passing lights Decent water ingress protection Plug and play.
Flickering can get noticeable Moisture ingress. Easy and straightforward install Bright Saves a
ton of time and effort Keeps the classic stock look Much cheaper than buying an OEM
replacement bulb. Although not terrible, their throw can still blind drivers Dodgy build quality.
Easy and simple install Bright and well built IP67 rated Take less than 5 minutes to change out
the bulbs Preserves the original look which many find classy. The afterglow can last a long time
10 â€” 20 minutes after you turn them off Some bulbs may burn out quickly. Nicely augment
main headlamps and increase visibility Most are either straightforward replacements or simple
installs Increase your visibility to other drivers and improves safety Less stress on the eyes
while driving Increase value and aesthetic appeal of your Jeep A wide range from low-cost
products to high-end products available. Honda City helped make these videos. The video
above shows how to change the fog light bulb in your Jeep Renegade. Not all models have fog
lights - for many Jeeps, it depends on your trim level Limited or whether the fog light option was
ordered when your Renegade was manufactured. Fog lights are typically in the front bumper,
below the headlight cluster and are helpful in poor visibility. If one fog light is burnt out on your

Renegade, we recommend changing both bulbs because the working bulb will be dimmer than
the one you replaced and will likely burn out soon anyway. When you change the foglight on
your Renegade, be careful not touch the glass part of the bulb with your fingers which causes
the bulb to burn out earlier. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how
to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. If your transmission is running low on fluid, be sure to add some find out how to do this here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Be cool under pressure. Your coolant
should perform well under any condition - just like Aaron Rodgers! How to add transmission
fluid. Change the parking light. Small bulbs that burn out regularly - did you know you can
replace these with LED lights? Replace your car battery. Did you know that heat is worse for
your battery than cold? Replace it every 4 years. See all videos for the Jeep Renegade. We have
a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Log in or Sign up.
ToasterJeep - Jeep Renegade Forum. Fog light fuse location??? My fog lights are out. I cannot
find anything in the owner's manual or the DVD-rom that points to anywhere. Google is no help
either. I really dont want to check every fuse either. Anybody know where it's located at?
IDoMy0wnRacing , Aug 31, Thanks for the info. I get it. So if the fuse was blown my exterior
lights for the right or left side wouldn't work. I failed to mention I have after market LEDs for my
fog lights. They may be using more power than the computer is used to so after awhile the
computer cuts power to them. I'm gonna reset the computer to see if that works and reinstall
factory bulbs. All the wiring looks fine. I dont suspect a bad switch. Figured it out. It's the
connector for the after market LEDs I put in. After about 8 months the connection doesn't stay
tight. Gonna try to tape it in place for now. Got them from Headlightexperts. Gonna see what
they say about it. IDoMy0wnRacing likes this. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an
account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? The Jeep
Wrangler is a very popular car, especially the models from to the present time. Why fog lights
for your Jeep Wrangler? Well, your Jeep is a rugged machine and should be able to take you
almost anywhere. Sometimes, however, this annoying steam phenomenon, known as fog or
mist, just starts to get in the way. If you want to upgrade into something safer and brighter for
Jeep Wrangler, we have plenty of options led fog lights. If that is the case, you had better make
sure you have the right fog lights for your Jeep Wrangler. If you can see, you can take your Jeep
anywhere. Of course, real purists will scream badly, but for the purposes of fog lights, they will
work for each of these models. So, without further ado. They are cheap, but you would not know
it. These 60W LED fog lamps from Xprite give you the visibility you need to stay safe no matter
what the weather. Although they are LEDs see full specifications , they are still plug and play
and you will quickly find that they are some of the best on the market. For the price, you will
drive with style and security at an affordable price. This is not plug-and-play. Keep that in mind.
That is why you get a light that is worth twice its modest price, with halos so you can use it as a
headlight or fog light see full specifications. The halo looks great and if you run in the fog, you
will be super glad you decided to take the trouble to add it. They are definitely not for the
weekend warrior who does not know his vehicle that well, but if you are the type, who can wire
and run, pick them up. For the money, they are among the best fog lights for Jeep Wranglers.
DOT approved. They will withstand both their name and certification if you are willing to pay the
premium. These lights are designed for tough use in the kind of fog that even Londoners could
have problems with. This is actually a complete set of amazing lights, so the price is well
justified. High quality headlights. Amazing fog lights. All around a great addition to your
Wrangler, whether you are often in fog or not. Some people swear by yellow lights for the fog,
and if you do that, then this is a good way to get 60W honey colored light that emanates and lets
you see. This is also a plug-and-play setup where virtually no users report flickering or setup
problems. If you swear by amber lights for your fog light replacement, add them to your setup
and you will be amazed at how much safer your ride can be. These fog lamps give you the
visibility you need to stay safe no matter what the weather. They will give a super bright light.
This is also a plug-and-play setup. Usually only take about 20 minutes to install the lights. They
can work well in a variety of weather conditions. These lamps have over hours above life time.
Fog lamps are not like the rest of the lighting of your vehicle. They produce a deep, low-angle
light that allows you to see the road clearly in spite of large amounts of water vapor in the air.

For many vehicles, they are more of a posteriori thought than anything else is, but those of us
with a love for Jeep Wrangler YJ, JK, TJ and everything in between know what we need, as we
like to take them on adventures. It does not matter if you are on a cross-country trip in a varied
climate or on a narrow fire brigade road and we mean it seriously. High beams tend to hit back
when exposed to certain weather conditions, which means you cannot rely on them in fog or
sleet and they can make things even more dangerous. However, with a good set of fog lights
you will experience a whole range of differences. We reviewed the best fog light bulbs out there
and our guide makes it easy for you to know what to look for before you go shopping. Choosing
the couple you want is a question for many of us, so keep in mind that when choosing the
perfect set of lights you should consider the following. Fog lamps are designed to improve
visibility under adverse conditions. Although the manufacturers should know this, they install
them anyway. Because fog lights have a completely different purpose: they are design
elements. The dazzlers are among us: even in sunshine they come towards us with fog lights
on. It is clearly stipulated in the road traffic regulations that fog lamps may only be used when
visibility is considerably impaired by fog, rain or snowfall. Under no circumstances as a
replacement for daytime running light, dipped beam or special daytime running lights in the
front are used for this purpose. The use of rear fog lamps is even more strictly regulated: This
may only be switched on in fog and then only when visibility is less than 50 meters. So not at
dusk, rain or snowfall. The reason for this is the glare effect. Fog consists of fine water droplets
that reflect incident light. To the driver, this looks like an impenetrable white wall. For this
reason, fog lamps must never emit too much scattered light into the area above their mounting
height, because then they cause self-dazzle. This must be kept as low as possible. The Jeep
Wranglers shows that this is possible. The vast majority of the standard fog lamps, however,
are hardly usable in the conditions for which they were actually designed. Fortunately, you can
get or upgrade your car with aftermarket fog lights, which are better suited to deal with low
visibility situations like fog, dust, heavy rain, and drifting snow. The coloring of your lights is a
big concern. If you are in an area where you are likely to meet other drivers, especially in
off-road conditions, a bright pair of LEDs can interfere with your vision, which can put you both
at risk. For this reason, many choose to use amber or yellow light bulbs as fog lights. However,
it is not as important as many people think. The brightness of the fog lights is not very different.
It is still a problem, of course, because the brighter they are, the more likely they are to be
useful in extreme conditions. Driving under extreme conditions, however, is risky at best.
However, if you are on an adventure and stuck in traffic jams, a brighter fog light should make
you safer as long as they are properly aligned. Plug and Play only refers to the ability to plug a
light bulb directly into the harness of your jeep without any additional work. That is fantastic
because many vehicles do not have standard fog light wiring installed from the start. If you are
willing to do the extra work, you will probably find a bunch of savings thi
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s way. However, if you do not have this expertise, make sure you choose some that are plug
and play, or you will end up spending a bundle paying someone else to do the job. If you are
looking for the best fog lights Jeep Wranglers, one of the above points will surely make you
very happy. One of our options will even give you the best possible lighting for a Jeep period.
Choose carefully and stay safe so you can continue to play hard when others need to return.
Good luck! I write reviews and guides, helping people to choose the most suitable technicals
and best product for them. A number of them are rife with spelling issues and I in finding it very
bothersome to inform the reality however I will certainly come again again. Carnesmechanical is
a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program
designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to
Amazon. Amazon and the Amazon logo are trademarks of Amazon.

